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LESSON PLAN 2.1.1
TEACHING MODULE 2.1.1
Chapter 2.1 Creating 3D Designs with CAD Software

Equipment (if PC with Internet access and TinkerCAD account
needed) Optional: calipers for measuring the dimensions of parts
Duration 2 hours

Short Description In this worksheet we will learn how to add an already existing 3D model
to TinkerCAD (bottle cap) and based on that to design and create useful
everyday life objects like a funnel and a watering spout.

Learning Outcomes Move, rotate, and adjust shapes freely in space. Import basic shapes
from the TinkerCAD library, Group together a set of shapes to create
complex models, Correct alignment of objects.
Hollowing out objects, Searching the TinkerCAD library and importing
advanced (parametric) shapes, Ability to export 3D models files from
TinkerCAD

Creativity, Decision making, Problem solving, Critical thinking,
Adaptability, Experimentation, Improvisation, Situational awareness,
Focus on a specific task, Patience

Activities
Activity 1 Exercise 2.1.1.1
Aim of the Activity Making a bottle funnel
Duration 25 min
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Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Insert existing .stl files and other objects from the TinkerCAD library,
hollow objects, group objects together.
Resources Worksheet 2.1.1 / Exercise 1, cap.stl

Activity 2 Exercise 2.1.1.2
Aim of the Activity Making a different variation of bottle funnel
Duration 30 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Insert multiple objects from the TinkerCAD library, hollow objects,
modify dimensions and deform objects, align objects, group objects
together.
Resources Worksheet 2.1.1 / Exercise 2 , cap.stl

Activity 3 Exercise 2.1.1.3
Aim of the Activity Making watering spout for a bottle
Duration 35 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Browse the TinkerCAD library and use parametric components, hollow
objects with precision, align objects, group objects together.
Resources Worksheet 2.1.1 / Exercise 3 , cap.stl
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Activity Worksheet 2.1.1 (Teacher Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.1 Creating 3D Designs with CAD Software
Activity Worksheet 2.1.1
In this worksheet we will learn how to use an already existing 3D model of a PET bottle cap to
design and create useful everyday life objects like a funnel and a watering spout.
More specifically, we will




design two different versions of a funnel that can fit on a PET bottle
design a watering spout that can fit a PET bottle
export the designs as .stl files so they can be sliced and printed

The final designs will look like the following images.

Exercise 1: Making a Bottle Funnel
In this exercise, we will design a funnel that can fit a PET bottle (e.g. plastic water bottle or
beverage bottle) with a standard thread.
Import the file “cap.stl” into a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap funnel”.
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We need to remove the top (closed part) of the cap so both ends are open. The easiest way to
do this is the turn the cap 180o (i.e. the closed part is touching the workplane), create a hollow
box 1.5mm in height and then group the box and the cap together. Now you can flip again the
cap (rotate by 180o and lower it downwards by 1.5mm in order to touch the workplane surface).
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Add a cone (from Basic Shapes) that can fit on top of the cap. Some indicative dimensions are:
height=60mm, top radius=50mm, base radius=15mm

To create the funnel, “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall around the conic
surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and reduce the X and
Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). The Z dimension can remain the same.
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Align the two cones as needed and group them together. [Tip: Since the wall size is not a “round”
number, to align the two cones correctly you could change the “Snap Grid” option (bottom right
of the screen) to 0.1mm instead of the default 1.0mm].
Group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.
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Exercise 2: Making a Different Variation of a Bottle Funnel
In this exercise, we will create a variation of a bottle funnel with an oval top and a “neck”.
[This time we will start building the funnel in a “top down” manner instead of the “bottom up”
approach of the previous exercise.]
Create a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap funnel 2” and add a cone (from Basic
Shapes) with height=60mm and base radius=50mm.

Reduce the X dimension by 20mm (or more) to get the oval shaped cone that we want.
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To create the funnel, “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall around the conic
surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and reduce the X and
Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). Align the two cones as needed. [Tip: Since the wall size is not a
“round” number, to align the two cones correctly you could change the “Snap Grid” option
(bottom right of the screen) to 0.1mm instead of the default 1.0mm]. Do not group together
these two parts yet.
Add a 20x20mm cylinder, raise it up 40mm from the workplane and align on top of the cone.

Duplicate the cylinder, make it a hole, reduce the X and Y so that the cylinder has a 1.6mm wall
and raise it up by 3mm.
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Import the file “cap.stl”, rotate it 180o and align it on top of the cylinder.
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Now group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.

Exercise 3: Making a Watering Spout for a Bottle
In this exercise, we will design a garden watering spout that can fit a PET bottle (e.g. plastic water
bottle or beverage bottle) with a standard thread. This way we can water our plants with a
smooth stream of water that wouldn´t damage the plants or remove the soil.
Create a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap watering spout” and import the file
“cap.stl” into the project.
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We need to remove the top (closed part) of the cap so both ends are open. The easiest way to
do this is the turn the cap 180o (i.e. the closed part is touching the workplane), create a hollow
box 1.5mm in height and group the box and the cap together. Now you can flip again the cap
(rotate by 180o and lower it downwards by 1.5mm in order to touch the workplane surface).
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Add a cone (from Basic Shapes) with height=30mm, base radius=40mm and top radius=15mm

To create the watering spout, we need to “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall
around the conic surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and
reduce the X and Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). We also need to reduce the Z dimension by
1.6mm (why?).
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Align the two cones appropriately and group the two cones together.
[Tip: Since the wall size is not a “round” number, to align the two cones correctly you could
change the “Snap Grid” option (bottom right of the screen) to 0.1mm instead of the default
1.0mm].
Keep in mind that we need the base of the cone closed (for now) and this is where we have to
open small holes for the water to pass through. The easiest and fastest way to create these holes
is to add a shape called “Rams 5” (from the Shape Generators Library  All  Rams 5).

Resize the dimensions (diameter) of the Rams 5 (vent holes) so they are a little smaller than the
diameter of the cone base and make the vent holes around 2mm in length. Make the Rams 5 as
a Hole, lower the cone into it and then group them together.
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Align the cap with the spout, group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.
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Activity Worksheet 2.1.1 (Student Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.1 Creating 3D Designs with CAD Software
Activity Worksheet 2.1.1
In this worksheet we will learn how to use an already existing 3D model of a PET bottle cap to
design and create useful everyday life objects like a funnel and a watering spout.
More specifically, we will




design two different versions of a funnel that can fit on a PET bottle
design a watering spout that can fit a PET bottle
export the designs as .stl files so they can be sliced and printed

The final designs will look like the following images.

Exercise 1: Making a Bottle Funnel
In this exercise, we will design a funnel that can fit a PET bottle (e.g. plastic water bottle or
beverage bottle) with a standard thread.
Import the file “cap.stl” into a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap funnel”.
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We need to remove the top (closed part) of the cap so both ends are open. The easiest way to
do this is the turn the cap 180o (i.e. the closed part is touching the workplane), create a hollow
box 1.5mm in height and then group the box and the cap together. Now you can flip again the
cap (rotate by 180o and lower it downwards by 1.5mm in order to touch the workplane surface).

Add a cone (from Basic Shapes) that can fit on top of the cap. Some indicative dimensions are:
height=60mm, top radius=50mm, base radius=15mm
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To create the funnel, “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall around the conic
surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and reduce the X and
Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). The Z dimension can remain the same.
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Align the two cones as needed and group them together.
Group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.
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Exercise 2: Making a Different Variation of a Bottle Funnel
In this exercise, we will create a variation of a bottle funnel with an oval top and a “neck”.
Create a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap funnel 2” and add a cone (from Basic
Shapes) with height=60mm and base radius=50mm.
Reduce the X dimension by 20mm (or more) to get the oval shaped cone that we want.

To create the funnel, “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall around the conic
surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and reduce the X and
Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). Align the two cones as needed. Do not group together these two
parts yet.
Add a 20x20mm cylinder, raise it up 40mm from the workplane and align on top of the cone.
Duplicate the cylinder, make it a hole, reduce the X and Y so that the cylinder has a 1.6mm wall
and raise it up by 3mm.
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Import the file “cap.stl”, rotate it 180o and align it on top of the cylinder.

Now group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.
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Exercise 3: Making a Watering Spout for a Bottle
In this exercise, we will design a garden watering spout that can fit a PET bottle (e.g. plastic water
bottle or beverage bottle) with a standard thread. This way we can water our plants with a
smooth stream of water that wouldn´t damage the plants or remove the soil.
Create a new TinkerCAD project called “3D2ACT bottle cap watering spout” and import the file
“cap.stl” into the project.
We need to remove the top (closed part) of the cap so both ends are open. The easiest way to
do this is the turn the cap 180o (i.e. the closed part is touching the workplane), create a hollow
box 1.5mm in height and group the box and the cap together. Now you can flip again the cap
(rotate by 180o and lower it downwards by 1.5mm in order to touch the workplane surface).

Add a cone (from Basic Shapes) with height=30mm, base radius=40mm and top radius=15mm
To create the watering spout, we need to “hollow out” the cone and leave at least 1.6mm of wall
around the conic surface. To do that, duplicate the cone (Ctrl+D), make the duplicate a Hole and
reduce the X and Y dimensions by 3.2mm (why?). We also need to reduce the Z dimension by
1.6mm (why?).
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Align the two cones appropriately and group the two cones together.
Keep in mind that we need the base of the cone closed (for now) and this is where we have to
open small holes for the water to pass through. The easiest and fastest way to create these holes
is to add a shape called “Rams 5” (from the Shape Generators Library  All  Rams 5).
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Resize the dimensions (diameter) of the Rams 5 (vent holes) so they are a little smaller than the
diameter of the cone base and make the vent holes around 2mm in length. Make the Rams 5 as
a Hole, lower the cone into it and then group them together.

Align the cap with the spout, group everything together and export the final model as an .stl file.
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